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ABSTRACT The pair-defect-sum approximation to the bond
strength of a hybrid orbital (angular wave functions only) is com-
pared to the rigorous value as a function of bond angle for seven
types of bonding situations, with between three and eight bond
directions equivalent by geometrical symmetry operations and
with only one independent bond angle. The approximation is seen
to be an excellent one in all cases, and the results provide a ra-
tionale for the application of this approximation to a variety of
problems.

The quantum mechanical treatment of the electronic structure
of molecules has great value. For all except the simplest mol-
ecules, it is so difficult to carry out a thorough calculation as
essentially to prevent its application. One simplification in the
theoretical discussion of the nature of the bonds formed by an
atom is to assume that the bond-forming strength of an atomic
orbital is proportional to the amount of overlap of the orbital
with a bond orbital of an adjacent atom. The amount of overlap
increases with increase in the concentration of the bond orbital
in the bond direction. A second approximation was made by one
ofus in 1931. This approximation is based on the knowledge that
the radial parts of the atomic orbitals involved in the formation
of hybrid bond orbitals are not much different for the different
atomic orbitals, so that the assumption that they are the same
does not lead to great error. Accordingly attention is, focused
on the angular distribution of the bond orbitals. The strength,
S, of a bond orbital was defined as the value in the bond di-
rection of the angular part of the bond orbital, normalized to
4ir over the surface of a sphere (1, 2). A number of sets of bond
orbitals were discussed in this way (1, 2). Hultgren then at-
tacked the general problem of the best possible sets of sp3d5
orbitals (3). The mathematical problem was, however, too dif-
ficult to handle before computers had been developed, and
Hultgren made a simplifying assumption, the assumption of
cylindrical symmetry of the bond orbitals. This assumption led
to the erroneous conclusion that sets of more than six bond or-
bitals would not be well suited to bond formation. Nearly 40
years later the general problem of the best set of nine spd bond
orbitals was attacked by McClure (4). He found one excellent
set of nine hybrid bond orbitals, all with strength close to the
maximum possible, 3.

Because of the difficulty in carrying out the calculations rig-
orously for large sets oforbitals, an approximation was then sug-
gested. This approximation is based on the equations giving the
strength SO of two equivalent bond orbitals that have the max-
imum strength in directions making the angle a with one an-
other. For sp3, sp3d5, and sp3d5f7 hybrid orbitals the equations
for the bond strength SO (a) have been derived (5, 6)-Eqs. 1,
2, and 3, respectively.

SrP (a) = (0.5 + 1.5x)12 + (1.5 - 1.5x)

SSpd (a) = (3- 6x + 7.5x2)1/2 + (1.5 + 6x -7.5X2)12
SoPdf (a) = (3 + 15x - 45x2 + 35x

+ (5 - 15x + 45x2 - 35X3)1/

[1]

[2]

[3]

where x = cos2 (a/2). For sp3 hybrid orbitals, the maximum
strength Sma=, 2, is found at the tetrahedral bond angle 109.470;
for sp3d5 hybrid orbitals, Smax = 3 at a = 73.15° and a =
133.620; and for sp3d5f hybrid orbitals, Smax = 4 at a = 54.88',
100.43°, and 145.37° (1, 6).
The approximation that has been proposed for calculating the

strength of hybrid bond orbitals in a set is that the defect in the
strength ofa bond orbital (the difference between the maximum
value and the value for the orbital) is equal to the sum of the
defects, given by Eqs. 1-3, corresponding to the several bond
angles formed by the orbital with the other bonds in the set
(5, 6). Thus, the approximate bond strength Sapprox is given by

Sapprox = Smax - E [Smax -SO(a)], [4]

where Smax and SO are for the appropriate basis set and the sum-
mation is over the angles that a reference orbital makes with all
the other orbitals.

This pair-defect-sum approximation has been subjected to a
limited test (6). We now have subjected it to an extensive test
by comparing the values of the strength given by the approxi-
mation with those given by the exact treatment ofthe seven sets
of equivalent, normalized, and mutually orthogonal bond or-
bitals with between three and eight orbitals equivalent by geo-
metrical symmetry operations and with only one independent
bond angle between the various bond directions.
The seven sets are three bond directions related by a 3-fold

axis (trigonal pyramid), four bond directions related by a 4-fold
axis (tetragonal pyramid), four bond directions toward the cor-
ners of a tetragonal bisphenoid, six bond directions toward the
corners of a trigonal prism, six bond directions toward the cor-
ners of a trigonal antiprism, eight bond directions toward the
corners of a tetragonal prism, and eight bond directions toward
the corners of a tetragonal antiprism.

For each of these cases, the exact bond strength S has been
derived by the rigorous application of the requirements of nor-
malization and orthogonality of the hybrid bond orbitals, fol-
lowed by variation according to the Lagrange method of un-
determined multipliers to evaluate the hybridization coefficients
so as to give the maximum value of the bond strengths in the
derived directions (1, 6). The spherical harmonics employed
in the various basis sets are the following: s = 1; px = 3\/ sinO
cos6; py = \/3 sinO sin4; p, = \F3 cos6; d,2 = \/57/ (3coS2O
- d1);d = \/1 sinG cosO cos4; d = /15 sinO cosO sinM ;
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d,,2-_= \/'i1_ sin20 cos2o; d.y = v'i7574 sin20 sin2o; and

fi =f.(2 - 3r2) = \/i74 (5cos3O = 3cos6),
f2 = fx(5z2 - r2) = \/-i7/ sinO (5cos2O - 1) cosO,
L = fy(5Z2 - r2) =\/ii7/ sinO (5cos26 - 1) sino,
f4 = fz(x, - y2) = 0 sin26 cosO cos2O,
f5= fxyz =/j 4 sin26 cosO sin24,

= fx~x2 - 3y2) = /37 sin30 cos3o,

f7 = fy3x2 - y2) = \/378 sin30 sin3o.
In each case the reference hybrid orbital 4i has been chosen so
that it has the maximum allowed value at the polar angle 60 in
the xz plane (4) = 00).

There are some limitations on the sets that can be formed
from a given basis set. For example, if in a set of n equivalent
orbitals there is a center of symmetry, the orthogonality re-
quirement leads to the conclusion that the number of even or-
bitals contributing to the set must be equal to the number of
odd orbitals. This theorem leads immediately, for example, to
the conclusion that eight equivalent orbitals directed toward the
corners of a tetragonal prism cannot be formed by spd hybrid-
ization because there are only three odd orbitals (the three p
orbitals) in the basis set.

Values of the strength as a function of a characteristic bond
angle, calculated by the rigorous method, are shown by the solid
curves in Figs. 1-7. The dashed curves show the values cal-
culated by the pair-defect-sum approximation (Eq. 4). It is seen
that the errors introduced by the approximation are not very
great. The maximum values ofthe exact bond strength are given
in Table 1.

In the following list we present the reference hybrid orbital
for each case. In addition, the average percent error (Err) =
100% * ([S - Sapprox]/S) is presented.
1. Trigonal pyramid (point group C3V)
For three bond directions related by a 3-fold axis, the reference
orbital has two orbitals at angle a = 2 arcsin [(Vi sin0o)/2] to

it. For the various basis sets, the reference function 4i and the
average error are given as follows.

sp3 basis [(Err) = 1.418% (400 ' a ' 1200)]:

qw(O, 4)) = (1/Vs) {[1 + p2 (0 )]-1/2

[1 + pZ(60)pZ(O)] + \/2px (6, 4)}.

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0.229% (400' za ' 1200)]:

'fr8~d(0, 4)) = (1/v's) {[1 + pz2(0) + dZ22 (60)]-1/2

* [1 + pz(O0)pZ(6) + dZ2(00)dZ2(0)]
+ \2 [P2(60, 0) + d~xz(6o, 0) + d22_2(0, 0)]-1/2
[px(O0, O)px( O4 + dxz(0o, O)dxz(, 4)
+ dX2-y2(00, O)dX2y2(0,40)]}.

[5]

[61
sp3d5f basis [(Err) = 0.034% (40° s a _ 1200)]:

'spdf (0, 4) = (1/\) {[1 + pz(60)
+ dZ22(60) + f2(60) + f2(60, 0)]-1/2

[1 + Pz(Oo)Pz(G) + f1(0o)f1(0) + f6(L0, )f6(0, 4))]

+ \P2 [p2(60, 0) + d2xz(o0, 0) + d2.2_V2(0o, 0)
+fi2(6, 0) +f2(0, 0)]-1/2

* [px(O0, O)px(0 4)) + dxz(60, O)dxz(0, 4

+ dX2_,2(00, O)dX2H(0, 4)

+f2(0o, 0)f2(0, 0) +f4(60, 0)f4(0, f))]} [7]

For the special case of a = 1200, S5p = 1.9916 (composition:
S/6p5/6), Spd = 2.9873 (s0 7p03%5d0.4769), and Sspdf = 3.9860
(s0.0769p0 1912do0m7fo"4462) (Fig. 1).

2. Tetragonal pyramid (C4V)
For four bond directions related by a 4-fold axis ofthe first kind,
the reference orbital qi has two orbitals at angle a, = 2

Table 1. Maximal values of the exact bond strength S
System Basis

Trigonal sp3
pyramid sp3d5

sp3d5f7
Tetragonal sp3d5
pyramid sp3d5f7

Tetragonal sp3
bisphenoid sp3d5

Trigonal
prism

Trigonal
antiprism

Tetragonal
prism

Tetragonal
antiprism

sp3d5f7

sp3d5
sp3d5f7

sp3d5

sp3d5f7

sp3d5f7

sp3d5
sp3d5f7

Sm
2.0000
3.0000
4.0000
2.9946
3.9900
3.9827
2.0000
2.9994
2.9716
3.9992
3.9923
2.9887
3.9937
3.9857
2.9255
2.9243
3.9526
3.9536
3.9380
3.9368
2.9884
3.9881
3.9764

Bond angles
a = 109.47°
a = 73.15°
a = 54.88°; a = 100.430
a, = 78.46°; a2 = 126.86°
a, = 57.550; a2 = 85.81°
a1 = 85.50°; a2 = 147.470
a, = 109.470; a2 = 109.470
a1 = 71.550; a2 = 131.170
a, = 141.21°; a2 = 96.330
a, = 53.800; a2 = 142.680
a, = .109.470; a2 = 109.470
a, = 79.010; a2 = 85.460; a3 =136.90°
a1 = 56.860; a2 = 113.300; a3 = 148.090
a, = 100.320; a2 = 55.100; a3 = 127.370
a, = 78.850; a2 = 101.150
a1 = 96.420; a2 = 83.580
a1 = 57.180; a2 = 122.820
a, = 1200; a2 = 600
a, = 61.620; a2 = 92.820; a3 = 87.180; a4 = 118.380
a, = 76.510; a2 = 122.240; a3 = 57.760; a4 = 103.490
a, = 76.320; a2 = 121.800; a3 = 72.340; a4 = 140.930
a, = 58.290; a2 = 87.060; a3 = 100.960; a4 = 149.440
a, = 85.100; a2 = 146.010; a3 = 55.850; a4 = 137.060

Composition

81/9p1/3d5/9
5s1/6p3/16d5/16f7/16
s5/36pl/3d19/36
s0.0789 0.2042d .2964f0.4205
s0.0862pO.1896d0.2908r .4335

s p
s0.1143p0.321'do.5646
s0.1603p0.3474d 0.4924
s0.0585 0.1l932d0.3060r0.4423
s0.051 1p0.2025d0.3375f0.4089
s0.1410 0.3657d 0.4932
S0.0637p0.195s3d0.3318f0.4092
'O.0507 0.2203d0.3133f0.4157

s0.1404 1/2d 0.3596

s0.1569p1/2d0.3431
s0.0675p0.1806d0.4325f0.3194
s0.0741p0.4259d 0. 1778rO.3222
s0.1019 0.1836d0.398lfO.3164
s0.1124 0.1751d 0.3877 f0.3249
s0.1131p3/8d 0.5119
s0.0883 O.1910d0.3124f0.4083
s0.0739 0.2199d0:2724f 0.4338
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FIG. 1. Values of the bond strength as a function of the bond angle
for three bond directions related by a 3-fold axis (trigonal pyramid) for
the different possible basis sets. The exact bond strength is given by
the solid curve, and the dashed curve shows the values calculated by
the pair-defect-sum approximation.

arcsin[(sin0O)/V2] to it and one orbital at angle a2 = 200 to it.

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0.370% (40° c a, 90°)]:
qispd(6, 4) = (1/2) {[1 + p2(60) + dZ2(00)]

* [1 + pZ(O0)pZ(e) +dZ2(00)dZ2(0)]

+ dx2- 2(4, )

+ \2/ [p2(6,,, 0) + dX2(60 0)]1/2

[px(6, O)px(6, 4) + dxz(O0, 0)dxz(6, o)]}. [8]

sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.102% (40°'< a, <900)].

qispdf( 4)) = (1/2){[1 + pZ(Q) + dZ2(Go) +f1(60)f

* [1 + pz(O0)pz(O) + dZ2(0o)dz2(0) + f1(6o)f1(6)]

+ [dx22(6_ 0) + f2(6 0)]-1/2

* [dX2_y2(00, 0)dX2-y2(0, 4) + f4(60, 0)f4(0, 4)]

+ \2/ [p2(O0, 0) + d2XZ(O0, 0) + f2(0, 0) + f2(60 0)]1/2

* [px(6o0 O)px(6 4) + dxz(Oo, O)dxz(e, 4)

+ f2(0, 0)fW2(0, 4) + f4(60, 0)fi4(, 0)]}. [9]

A square planar system occurs for a, = 900; in this situa-
tion, Sspd = 2.9430 (s"/9P1/2d7/8) and Sspdf = 3.9543 (s/9p3/20-
d7/18f7/20) (Fig. 2). The former value is the same as that ob-
tained by Kuhn (7).

3. Tetragonal bisphenoid (Dad)
For four bond directions related by a 4-fold axis of the second
kind, the reference orbital has one orbital at angle a, = 2O, to
it and two orbitals at a2 = arccos[1/(tan2O0 + 1)] to it.

sp3 basis [(Err) = 1.661% (400 < ca, < 180°)]:

*,(O, 4) = (1/2) [s + pz(6) + V2px(6, 4)]. [10]

e)

-c

a)

U)

4-

m

3.

Angle C2, degrees
60 70 80 90 100 110 120130 150180
.0 _

40 45 50 55 601 65 70 75 80 85 90

Angle a1, degrees

FIG. 2. Bond strength as a function of a bond angle for four bond
directions related by a 4-fold axis of the first kind (tetragonal pyra-
mid). The angles are defined in the text.

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0. 175% (400 < a, < 1800)]:

4'spd(' 4)) = (1/2) {[1 + d22(0)]f1-21/[1 + dZ2(o0)dz2(o)]

+ [p2(oo) + dX22-2(o0, 0)]-1/2

* [pZ(60)pZ(O) + dX2-y2(00 0)dX2-y2(, 4))]

+ N/2 [P2(60, 0) + dX2(O0, 0)]-1/2

[px(Oo, O)p.( O4 + dxz(OO, O)dx(6, 4))]}

sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.038% (400 ' a, ' 1800)].

tI4pdf(6, 4) = (1/2) {[1 + d42(60)+f4(60, O)]-/2

[1 + dZ2(O)dZ2(80) + f4(60, O)f4(0, 4)]

+ [p2(6o) + d2_2(o0, 0) + f2( )]-1/2

[pz(6O)pz(6) + dX2y2(00, O)dx2.y2(0, 4) + fi(6Sf1(6)]

+ \/2 [P2(60, 0) + d2 (O0, 0) + f2(60, 0) + f(6 0, 0)]1/2

[px(6, O)px(6. 4) + dxz(Oo, O)dxz(O,
+ f2(0o, 0)f2(0, 4) + f6(60, 0)fi6(6, 4)]}.

[11]

[12]

For the sp3 basis set, the hybrid orbitals are completely deter-
mined by symmetry, and SS, has its maximum value of 2 at a,
= 109.47° and Sep = 1.7247 at a, = 180° (square planar) (Fig.
3). In the tetrahedral geometry, the results for the other basis
sets are S.d = 2.9495 (s"14p9932d15/32), in agreement with Paul-
ing (1) and with Kuhn (7), and Sspdf= 3.9923 (s00511p02025
d0 3375f0 4089). The other special case, that of square planar, has
already been mentioned under the tetragonal pyramid. It is
worth noting that neither for sp3d5 nor for sp3d5f7 basis sets
does S have its absolute maximum for either the tetrahedral or

square planar geometries; indeed, S d and 5pdf are local min-
ima for the square planar system and Spd is a local minimum
for the case of the tetrahedron.

4. Trigonal prism (D3h)
In this situation the reference orbital has two orbitals at angle
a, = 2 arcsin[(V3sin6O)/2] = arccos[l - (3/2)sin290] to it, one
orbital at angle a2 = arccos[1 - 2cos260], and two orbitals at

sp3d5f7

IF

3.0 ,,

2.9 -">
", sp3 5

2.8 ,/

I A

2.7
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FIG. 3. Bond strength as a function of bond angle for four bond
directions related by a 4-fold axis of the second kind (tetragonal
bisphenoid).

angle a3 = arccos[l- (3 + cos2O0)/2] to it (Fig. 4).

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0. 163% (400 < a1
- 120°)]:

iipd(O( 4,) = (1/\6){ [1 + dZ22(60)]f-12 [1 + dz2( o)dz2(6)]

+,p (6) + 2dxz( 4)

+ \2 [p2(60, 0) + d_22(00, 0)]-1/2
[pPx(6O, O)px(O,) + dX2- 2(60, 0)dx,2y2(, °,]} [13]

sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.084% (400 ' a1 < 1200)]:

'I4~df(0@,4,) = (1/'%f6) {[1 + dz2(00) + f2(00, 0)]-1/2

[1 + dZ2(e0)dZ2(0) + f6(A0, 0)f6(0, ,)]

Angle a3, degrees
M5 15o 145 140 135 130 125 120

I .

Angle a2, degrees
4.0 7

3.9

sp3d5f7

C29
0*

2.8

2.7,

40 50 60 70 8I0 90 100 110 120

Angle a1, degrees

FIG. 4. Bond strength as a function of bond angle for six bond di-
rections at.the corners of a trigonal prism.

+ [p2(60) + f2(60)] 1/2 * [p.(jo)p'(o) + f1(00)f1()]
+ V\/ [p2(90, 0) + d 2(60, 0) + f2(0, 0)] 1/2

* [px(O0, O)px(6. 4) + dX2- 2( 0O)d00 , . (6, 4,)

+f2(0, 0)f2(LA 4)]

+ 2/ [ad2z(O0, 0) + f2(O0, )]-1/2

* [d2z(o0, 0)dxz(6, 4,) +f6(0, 0)f6(0, 0)]}. [14]
5. Trigonal antiprism (D3d)
For the trigonal antiprism, the reference orbital has two orbitals
at angle a1 = 2 arcsin[(V/3sin60)/2] to it, two orbitals at angle
a2 = 1800 - a,, and one orbital at angle a3 = 1800 to it.

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0.735% (400 ' a1 s 120°)]:

Ispd(0, 4) = (1//) {[1 + dz2(0o)]i2* [1 + dZ2(e0)dZ2(O)]
+ pz(O) + \/px(6, 4)
+ \2 [dx2..y2(600 0) + dx~(zO, 0)V'2

* [dx2- 2(0o, 0)dX2-y2(0, 4) + dXZ(0O, O)dXZ(0, ,)]}. [15]
sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.187% (400 ' a1 . 1200)]:

I4-sdf(0, 4) = (1/\/6) {[1 + d 22(e0)]-1/2 . [1 + dZ2(e0)dZ2(0)]
+ [p2(60) +fl2(00) +fi6(00 0)] -1/2

[pz(6o)Pz(O) + f1(6A)fA(6) + f6(A0, 0)f6(, 4,)]

+ V2 [P2x(0), 0) + f2(00, 0) + f2(00, 0)]-1/2
[Px(Oo O)Px(O. 4) +f2(0o, 0)f2(L, 4) + f4(0, o)f4(0, 4,)]
+ \i [d,2_y2(60, 0) + d2(60, 0)]-1/2

[dx2- 2(e0, O)dX2-y2(0, 4) + dxz(e0, O)dxz(e, ,)]}. [16]
The special case of the regular octahedron occurs for a1 = 90°;
here S. d = 2.9240 (sI"6pl"2d1/3), in agreement with the result
of 1931 (1), and Ssdf = 3.9353 (s1/6p3/20d/3f"2o). It is interesting
to note that for both basis sets, S has a local minimum for the
octahedron (Fig. 5).

6. Tetragonal prism (D4h)
In this situation the reference orbital has two orbitals at angle
a1 = arccos(cos2O0) = arcsin[(sin0O)/V/2] to it, one orbital at

Angle a2, degrees
140 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60

3.! sp3d5f7

tn-.33Z
S3C

CO 2. /- -

C /
P0

-
d

CD2
2.7

40 50 60 70 80 90'100 110 120

Angle a1, degrees

FIG. 5. Bond strength as a function of bond angle for six bond di-
rections at the corners of a trigonal antiprism.
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FIG. 6. Bond strength as a function of bond angle for eight bond
directions at the corners of a tetragonal prism. The axial ratio c/a is
defined such that a is the side of either of the squares and c is the dis-
tance between the planes formed by each square.

angle a2 = 200, one at angle a3 = 180 - a2, two at angle a4
= 180° - a,, and one orbital at angle a5 = 180° to it. Because
the eight corners of the tetrahedral prism have a center ofsym-
metry, only the sp3d5f7 basis set is possible.

sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.430% (400 ' a1 900)]:

P1df(6, 40) = (1/\/) {[1 + d22(60)]-1/2 * [1 + dZ2(00)dZ2(0)]

+ [PZ2(0) + f2(O0)] 1/2 . [PZ(6O)PZ(6) + f1(60)f1(6)]

+ A/2 0) + f2(0, °) + f2(0, 0)] 1/2

*[px(Oo O)Px(O, 0) + f2(0, 0)fW2(0, 0) + f6(0o, O)f4, 4)]

+ dX2_e, + f4(0, 0) + /dxz(, °} [17]

The special case of the cube occurs when a, = 70.530 (the sup-
plement ofthe tetrahedral angle); in this situation Sspdf = 3.9339
(s1/8p81/440d3/8f1391"0) and corresponds to a local minimum, al-
though the curves are rather flat over a large region (Fig. 6).
7. Tetragonal antiprism (D4d)
For the tetragonal antiprism, the reference orbital has two or-

bitals at angle a1 = 2 arcsin[(sin0O)/N/2], one orbital at angle
a2 = 200, two at angle a3 = arecos (1/V/) [1 - (V/ + 1)cos2O0],
and two orbitals at a4 = arecos (- 1/V'2) [1 + (\/2 - 1)cos20j
to it.

sp3d5 basis [(Err) = 0.995% (400 ' a1 ' 900)]:

Ospd(6, 0) = (1/\/) {[1 + d 22(60)]-1/2. [1 + dZ2(00)dZ2(0)]
+ PZ(6) + \/-PX(6, 4) + \/d,2-Y2(0,

+ V2dxz(o, }

sp3d5f7 basis [(Err) = 0.230% (40°' a, '90a)]:
SI4~df(6, = (1/\) {[1 + d 22(O0)]-112 * [1 + dZ2(e0)dz2(e)]

+[pd (O90) +=f(60)f"
* [pz(O40)pz( O) + f1(6o)f1(@)]
+ 2 [p2(6o, 0) +ff(60,0)]1l12

* [IN(Ao O)Px(6, 4)) + f2(60, 0)f2(0, 0]
+ \,2 [d22_2(6o, 0) + f2(60, o)]-1/2

[18]

Angle a1, degrees

FIG. 7. Bond strength as a function of bond angle for eight bond
directions at the corners of a tetragonal antiprism.

[dx2-,2(0o, O)dx2-2(0, 4) + f4(6w0), 4(O, 0)]
+ V [d2(e0, 0) + f2(0, 0)]112

[dxz(6o, 0)dxz(6, 0) + f6(L0, O)f6( 0))]}- [19]

For the sp3d5 basis, the hybrid orbitals have the general com-
position sx/8p3/8d(5-x)/8. The absolute maximum of SSPd =
2.9884 occurs at a1 = 76.32° (Fig. 7)-that is, when the cor-
ners of the tetragonal antiprism are at an angle of 60.90° with
the tetragonal axis, in agreement with Racah's result for the best
set of eight equivalent spd hybrid orbitals (8).
From Figs. 1-7, it is seen that the pair-defect-sum approx-

imation to the bond strength seems to be an excellent one over

the range of chemically significant bond angles. The difference
between the rigorous bond strength and the approximate one
is in all cases small. Moreover, the maxima in S as predicted
by the pair-defect-sum approximation are near to or coincident
with the exact maxima. For a given symmetry, the larger the
basis set the better is the approximation, and the agreement
between S and Sapprox is better for systems with a smaller num-
ber of bonds, as expected.

In view of the efficacy of the pair-defect-sum approximation,
we are proceeding with its application to some problems of in-
terest, especially the problem ofthe best set of nine equivalent
spd orbitals.
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